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INTRODUCTION 

 

Introduction 
My name is on the doorbell nameplate on our front door. I have a key for 
our house and my home. Whenever I want to I can enter the kitchen on my 
own, or with the necessary support; I don’t have to ask anyone first. I can 
eat whenever and wherever I want to. 
 

That’s normal, rightThat’s normal, rightThat’s normal, rightThat’s normal, right????    
 

The LVR-HPH-NET EAST, just as other providers of integration assistance, 
developed historically out of clinics and clinic-like institutions. In the last 
thirty years the growth of development towards integration and 
participation was propelled, and successfully completed, from a formerly 
centralized, other-directed placement, and care, of people with a mental 
disability. This development was significantly promoted through the 
decentralization of the living areas. Living in small residential units, living 
in the neighbourhood, individual rooms for all residents, as a general rule 
one bathroom for two people; all this has become the norm and exceeds 
the requirements of the living and participation law. 
 

However, for us, living means more. Living means the right to a normal 
home, the right to design your own home, and to be able to feel at home.  
Living at home means being able to develop a feeling of how you, yourself, 
would like to live; independent from any care needed. So that good 
individual support can be achieved, it comes down to, in particular, the 
right attitude of all those involved.  
 

The mission statement of the LVR-HPH-Network offers the necessary 
guidelines for action: “All people with mental disabilities live, according to 
their wishes, alone, or together with others, in a way which they 
themselves have chosen. The chief principle for contact with our clients is 
the preservation of their personal integrity...We also respect their equal 
right to self-determination and personal lifestyle. We are open to new 
challenges and suggestions. 
"we do not stop once we have achieved something for the first time …”. 
 

 

In order to take true stock of the quality of 
living achieved until now in comparison to 
all of the residential offerings in the 
LVRHPH Network East we conducted a 
critical survey in 2009.  
 

Every person has a right to a home. 
 

The term quality of living is a subjectively 
evaluated topic. It does not, however, have 
no legal basis, upon which, importantly, the 
right to normalcy and self-determination is 
based.  
Regardless of the possible multiplicity of a 
definition of quality of living, the following 
definition definition definition definition stood for the critical survey in the 
LVR-HPH-NET EAST:    
 

We understand quality of living to mean the 
fundamental nature of living, which is 
significantly oriented around normalcy. normalcy. normalcy. normalcy. 
Normalcy means having the same right to 
the same living conditions.  
 

Quality of life encompasses various 
features, which have an indirect, and a 
direct, effect on people, and, significantly 
determine an individually felt “at home” 
feeling. 
 

The satisfaction of the individual residents 
is the determining indicator, and navigator, 
for the individually felt “at home” feeling; 
both for current living, and for one’s own 
living desires, and ideas, in the future. 
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In the LVR-HPH-NET EAST clients have a right to experience 
normal living conditions while maintaining their personal integrity. 
To this end, they receive just the right amount of support that they 
individually desire and require.  
 

What to expect in this handbook 
 
This booklet is a handbook for self-evaluation of the quality of living 
in a fully inpatient facility for integration assistance. It was further 
developed out of the results and insights from the survey in the 
LVR-HPH-NET EAST.  
Insights into the results and findings from the critical survey, as 
well as quotations from residents of the homes and residences 
visited, illustrate the results. 

 
The situations found in the visits depict snapshots that have already, 
immediately after the completion of the survey and until today, 
continually led to improvement and progresses in the 
LVR-HPH-NET EAST. 
 
This booklet contains, as a core piece, the further developed 
checklists for self-evaluation of the individual living situations. They 
make no claim to be complete and are open for individual criteria.  
 
The checklists should invite residents, relatives, employees, etc. to 
undertake their own evaluation of the fully inpatient residence. They 
should also invite providers of such residences, with the aid of such 
a survey, to make comparisons and recognize opportunities for 
development.  
 
For better orientation, the checklists are structured according to 
normal room functions.  
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Our residence / Our home 
Self-evaluation 
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OUR RESIDENCE/OUR HOME 

  

ChecklistChecklistChecklistChecklist    
Make a note or simply check items offMake a note or simply check items offMake a note or simply check items offMake a note or simply check items off....        
    
The floorsfloorsfloorsfloors do not give the impression of a public space but instead appear homey.  
Homey floors create privacy. Homey floors create privacy. Homey floors create privacy. Homey floors create privacy.     
    

 

No materials or objects from a gymnasium or a kindergarten were used for the interiorinteriorinteriorinterior.  
Classic “kindergarten methods”Classic “kindergarten methods”Classic “kindergarten methods”Classic “kindergarten methods”    disregarddisregarddisregarddisregard “adult living” “adult living” “adult living” “adult living”....    
    

 

There is a consistent colourcolourcolourcolour concept  concept  concept  concept for the design of the common spaces.  
The The The The colourcolourcolourcolour design must be oriented towards the wishes of the residents design must be oriented towards the wishes of the residents design must be oriented towards the wishes of the residents design must be oriented towards the wishes of the residents.    
 

 

RRRRoom decoration oom decoration oom decoration oom decoration does not appear arbitrary. Some type of decoration concept is discernible/perceptible which 
appears neither childish nor like a public space.  
Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space.     
    

 

Condition of the wallsCondition of the wallsCondition of the wallsCondition of the walls. There are no old nails, dowel holes, etc. which are not properly concealed/filled and 
coated. 
A neglected state of affairs negates the respect and attention to the hA neglected state of affairs negates the respect and attention to the hA neglected state of affairs negates the respect and attention to the hA neglected state of affairs negates the respect and attention to the home.ome.ome.ome.    
    

 

Picture frames Picture frames Picture frames Picture frames for wall pictures cannot be seen.  
Clearly Clearly Clearly Clearly visiblevisiblevisiblevisible wall mo wall mo wall mo wall mounts imply the impression of a “high security wing”unts imply the impression of a “high security wing”unts imply the impression of a “high security wing”unts imply the impression of a “high security wing”....    
    

 

Nothing more than a photo-collage is used for wall decoration. wall decoration. wall decoration. wall decoration.  
PhotoPhotoPhotoPhoto----collages as pictucollages as pictucollages as pictucollages as picture documentation emphasize the “re documentation emphasize the “re documentation emphasize the “re documentation emphasize the “group charactergroup charactergroup charactergroup character”””” and  and  and  and inhibiinhibiinhibiinhibit the privacy of the spacet the privacy of the spacet the privacy of the spacet the privacy of the space....    
    

 

The main light for the room is not corridor lighting, but instead a normal, customary lamp. 
The selection of the lamps/light sources should not be made based on The selection of the lamps/light sources should not be made based on The selection of the lamps/light sources should not be made based on The selection of the lamps/light sources should not be made based on technicaltechnicaltechnicaltechnical or economic criteria or economic criteria or economic criteria or economic criteria, but , but , but , but 
iiiinstead on comfort and nstead on comfort and nstead on comfort and nstead on comfort and individualindividualindividualindividual criteria.  criteria.  criteria.  criteria.  
 

 

There are no utensils and furniture from ClinicClinicClinicClinic----Specialist dealers Specialist dealers Specialist dealers Specialist dealers like, for example, laundry bag holder, chuck 
wagon, clinic beds, etc.  
It is a residence, not a ward.It is a residence, not a ward.It is a residence, not a ward.It is a residence, not a ward.    
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Every person can open open open open his/her room and the common spaces on his/her own at any time.any time.any time.any time.  
The abilityThe abilityThe abilityThe ability to enter all of the rooms in your own home on your own is a significant part of autonomy. to enter all of the rooms in your own home on your own is a significant part of autonomy. to enter all of the rooms in your own home on your own is a significant part of autonomy. to enter all of the rooms in your own home on your own is a significant part of autonomy.    

 

There are no filing cabinets, employee bulletin boards, etc. in the living space. If there is a workplace workplace workplace workplace in the 
living area, it is installed in a homey cabinet that can be locked.  
AnAnAnAn excess of such work organization related things in the resident’s home means a basic intrusion into their  excess of such work organization related things in the resident’s home means a basic intrusion into their  excess of such work organization related things in the resident’s home means a basic intrusion into their  excess of such work organization related things in the resident’s home means a basic intrusion into their 
privacyprivacyprivacyprivacy....    

 

Organizational aids Organizational aids Organizational aids Organizational aids such as temperature lists, cleaning schedules, assistance plans, office materialoffice materialoffice materialoffice material, etc. are not 
visibly mounted in the living area. 
In particular In particular In particular In particular public organizational notices of the assistance requirements of the residents in a home injurepublic organizational notices of the assistance requirements of the residents in a home injurepublic organizational notices of the assistance requirements of the residents in a home injurepublic organizational notices of the assistance requirements of the residents in a home injure the  the  the  the 
fundamental right to the safeguardfundamental right to the safeguardfundamental right to the safeguardfundamental right to the safeguarding of the individual person. ing of the individual person. ing of the individual person. ing of the individual person.  

 

SSSSafetyafetyafetyafety. First Aid Kit, Fire extinguisher, fire alarms, fire safety blanket, etc. are integrated in a livable way and 
sensibly mounted.  
They are organizationally necessary, howeverThey are organizationally necessary, howeverThey are organizationally necessary, howeverThey are organizationally necessary, however,,,, they must be integrated and may not domin they must be integrated and may not domin they must be integrated and may not domin they must be integrated and may not dominate the living ate the living ate the living ate the living 
environment. environment. environment. environment.  

 

Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs are not installed in the living spaces.  
A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead constitutesconstitutesconstitutesconstitutes public space.  public space.  public space.  public space.     
Furthermore their meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the Furthermore their meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the Furthermore their meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the Furthermore their meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the residents of a home either know residents of a home either know residents of a home either know residents of a home either know 
their living environment very well, or are always accompanied by support staff, who know their way around very their living environment very well, or are always accompanied by support staff, who know their way around very their living environment very well, or are always accompanied by support staff, who know their way around very their living environment very well, or are always accompanied by support staff, who know their way around very 
well.well.well.well.    

 

After repairs repairs repairs repairs there are no uncoated wallpaper or plaster areas. 
A neglected state of affairs negates the A neglected state of affairs negates the A neglected state of affairs negates the A neglected state of affairs negates the respect and attention to the home.respect and attention to the home.respect and attention to the home.respect and attention to the home.    

 

There are no surfacesurfacesurfacesurface----mounted cable ductsmounted cable ductsmounted cable ductsmounted cable ducts in the residence.  
SurfaceSurfaceSurfaceSurface----mounted cable ducts are used in cellars and public spaces, appear obtrusive like emergency exits and mounted cable ducts are used in cellars and public spaces, appear obtrusive like emergency exits and mounted cable ducts are used in cellars and public spaces, appear obtrusive like emergency exits and mounted cable ducts are used in cellars and public spaces, appear obtrusive like emergency exits and 
interfere greatly with the interfere greatly with the interfere greatly with the interfere greatly with the cosycosycosycosy feeling of a home. feeling of a home. feeling of a home. feeling of a home.     

 

I have my own key to the residenceresidenceresidenceresidence and my own room key.room key.room key.room key.  
The ability to enter all of the rooms in your own homeThe ability to enter all of the rooms in your own homeThe ability to enter all of the rooms in your own homeThe ability to enter all of the rooms in your own home,,,, on your own on your own on your own on your own,,,, is a significant part of autonomy is a significant part of autonomy is a significant part of autonomy is a significant part of autonomy.... 

 

The home, the residence, has its own doorbelldoorbelldoorbelldoorbell, its own mailbox, and my name my name my name my name is evident on both.  
People live here; not an organization or facility.People live here; not an organization or facility.People live here; not an organization or facility.People live here; not an organization or facility.    
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OUR RESIDENCE / OUR HOME 
 

Quotations from residents 
 
“I wish I had something that the caregivers here have; a telephone”.  
Ms. Sch. 
 
“Or one should have a room key for each so that one can open and  
close the door. But I don’t have one. Too bad.  
I would like to have a room key”.  
Ms. Sch. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
Mostly, eight people, who may not select each other, live together in one 
large home. 
 
Even though they are still in the minority, there are also small residential 
communities and homes that have already realized the highest degree of 
“normal living” today.  
 
Organizational excesses like, for example, miscellaneous informational 
notices, with, to some extent, very personalized and intimate remarks 
regarding individual residents, which describe the respective assistance 
requirements, are again, occasionally, being found clearly visible in public 
spaces in the homes.  
 
Unfinished repair stations, incomplete repairs, or week and month-long 
untackled repairs and corrections, small and large, in and outside of the 
homes, are frequently attracting attention. In most cases, documentation 
concerning orders for repair and correction is available. 
 
All residences offer sufficient space for all residents.  
 
Individual rooms are the norm in all the residences. 
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My Room 
Self-evaluation 
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MY ROOM 

    

Checklist 
Make a note or simply check items off. 
    

There are curtains  curtains  curtains  curtains and/or drapes drapes drapes drapes or something similar in the room.  
Missing curtaiMissing curtaiMissing curtaiMissing curtains and drapes “open”ns and drapes “open”ns and drapes “open”ns and drapes “open” the room up. the room up. the room up. the room up.    In the worst In the worst In the worst In the worst case you could violate privacy. case you could violate privacy. case you could violate privacy. case you could violate privacy. Individual wishes are Individual wishes are Individual wishes are Individual wishes are 
unaffected by this. unaffected by this. unaffected by this. unaffected by this.     
 

 

Flowers/plants Flowers/plants Flowers/plants Flowers/plants are permitted in the room. 
As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible fulfilfulfilfulfilfulfil a request for plants a request for plants a request for plants a request for plants....    
    

 

SuitcasesSuitcasesSuitcasesSuitcases and tr and tr and tr and travel bags avel bags avel bags avel bags are not visibly stored in personal rooms.  
Every person needs to have the feeliEvery person needs to have the feeliEvery person needs to have the feeliEvery person needs to have the feeling of having arrived, and not ng of having arrived, and not ng of having arrived, and not ng of having arrived, and not feel as though they are just passing throughfeel as though they are just passing throughfeel as though they are just passing throughfeel as though they are just passing through,,,, in their  in their  in their  in their 
own home. For some people the suitcase on the armoire can own home. For some people the suitcase on the armoire can own home. For some people the suitcase on the armoire can own home. For some people the suitcase on the armoire can signifysignifysignifysignify departure departure departure departure,,,, or a  or a  or a  or a simply simply simply simply space in which to sleep. space in which to sleep. space in which to sleep. space in which to sleep.     
    

 

My direct participation direct participation direct participation direct participation is guaranteed in the design of my room.  
The design of the private room must considerThe design of the private room must considerThe design of the private room must considerThe design of the private room must consider,,,, and incorporate and incorporate and incorporate and incorporate,,,, the individual wishes and biographical background of the  the individual wishes and biographical background of the  the individual wishes and biographical background of the  the individual wishes and biographical background of the 
residents. The appropriation and deresidents. The appropriation and deresidents. The appropriation and deresidents. The appropriation and design of one’s own room constitutes sign of one’s own room constitutes sign of one’s own room constitutes sign of one’s own room constitutes uncertain, or unfamiliar, uncertain, or unfamiliar, uncertain, or unfamiliar, uncertain, or unfamiliar, new territory for some new territory for some new territory for some new territory for some 
residents residents residents residents due to their backgrounddue to their backgrounddue to their backgrounddue to their background. . . .     
To encourage them to do this presents a significant task. To encourage them to do this presents a significant task. To encourage them to do this presents a significant task. To encourage them to do this presents a significant task.     
 

 

The room can be arranged so that leisureleisureleisureleisure----time interests time interests time interests time interests like, for example, TV watching, reading books, listening to music, 
games, etc. are possible.  
The realization, recognition, and generation of individual wishes and backgrounds must be definitive.The realization, recognition, and generation of individual wishes and backgrounds must be definitive.The realization, recognition, and generation of individual wishes and backgrounds must be definitive.The realization, recognition, and generation of individual wishes and backgrounds must be definitive.    
    

 

If private rooms private rooms private rooms private rooms are labelled with names with names with names with names, or otherwise, they are designed either based on explicit wishes, or individually 
and neatly.  
A label does not serve organizational allocation, but instead forA label does not serve organizational allocation, but instead forA label does not serve organizational allocation, but instead forA label does not serve organizational allocation, but instead for    personal identification. personal identification. personal identification. personal identification.     
 

 

I have private private private private bed linensbed linensbed linensbed linens and body linens and body linens and body linens and body linens; no institutional linens are used. My linens are located in my armoire in my 
room.  
Private linens Private linens Private linens Private linens havehavehavehave nothing to do with  nothing to do with  nothing to do with  nothing to do with colourcolourcolourcolour and pattern, instead with private property and identification. and pattern, instead with private property and identification. and pattern, instead with private property and identification. and pattern, instead with private property and identification.        
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Large aids Large aids Large aids Large aids like, for example, lifting devices are not stored in the bathroom, or the hallway, or the personal rooms.  
Visible storage generates the impression of a clinic, ward, and institution.Visible storage generates the impression of a clinic, ward, and institution.Visible storage generates the impression of a clinic, ward, and institution.Visible storage generates the impression of a clinic, ward, and institution.        
 

 

I have a TV, telephone, and internet connection TV, telephone, and internet connection TV, telephone, and internet connection TV, telephone, and internet connection in my room if I want one.  
In normal living these things are standard. In normal living these things are standard. In normal living these things are standard. In normal living these things are standard.     
    

 

 
 

 

 
 

In more than half of the cases open suitcases are 
found on the resident’s armoires despite the fact that 

there is sufficient storage space in the form of 
storerooms or cellars. 
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MY ROOM 
 
 

Quotations from residents 
 
“The arrangement is wonderful, I can arrange it the way I like;  
the way I feel; so it is homey”. 
Ms. K. 
 
“In any event, I am happy. 
One cannot change that much because it is so small.  
The room could be a little bit bigger”.  
Mr. L. 
 
“I think it is good that you can arrange your room the way  
you want to here”. 
Ms. V. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
There are still residences that obtain rented linens from the clinic.  
 
Despite privately obtained linens, it does happen, that the organizational 
patterns of a clinic, in the form of communal storage and distribution 
through employees, are maintained.  
 
In the vast majority of the residences, the residents have private linens 
which are stored in their wardrobes.  
 
In more than half of the cases open suitcases are located on the residents‘ 
armoires in the private rooms of the residences, despite the fact that there 
is sufficient storage space in the form of storerooms and cellars.  
 
In only half of all cases the participation of the residents in the design of 
the, (at least private), rooms could be documented and comprehensively 
assessed.  
 
Leisure-time interests were visible in almost all of the private rooms of the 
residences visited. 
 
In the private rooms, in which participation and self determination in the 
design was realized, the arrangements appear individually and 
biographically evolved 
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Our Living Room 
Self-evaluation 
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OUR LIVING ROOM 
 

Checklist 
make a note or simply check items off.  
    
There are curtainscurtainscurtainscurtains and/or drapes drapes drapes drapes or something similar in the room.  
Missing curtains and drapes “open”Missing curtains and drapes “open”Missing curtains and drapes “open”Missing curtains and drapes “open” the room up. In th the room up. In th the room up. In th the room up. In the worst case you could violate privacy. e worst case you could violate privacy. e worst case you could violate privacy. e worst case you could violate privacy.     
Individual wishes are unaffected by thisIndividual wishes are unaffected by thisIndividual wishes are unaffected by thisIndividual wishes are unaffected by this....    
    

 

Flowers/plants Flowers/plants Flowers/plants Flowers/plants are permitted in the room. 
As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible As a basic principle it must be possible fulfilfulfilfulfilfulfil a request for plants. a request for plants. a request for plants. a request for plants.    
    

 

The common rooms are arranged so that all residents can find a place place place place to stay at the same time, at the same time, at the same time, at the same time, without having to do 
something together all the time.  
Generally,Generally,Generally,Generally, it is a question of people finding a place for  it is a question of people finding a place for  it is a question of people finding a place for  it is a question of people finding a place for themselvesthemselvesthemselvesthemselves in their home. This also means that you do not always  in their home. This also means that you do not always  in their home. This also means that you do not always  in their home. This also means that you do not always 
have stay in a group of people, insteahave stay in a group of people, insteahave stay in a group of people, insteahave stay in a group of people, instead that you have individual niches. d that you have individual niches. d that you have individual niches. d that you have individual niches.     
    

 

Medications, care products, Medications, care products, Medications, care products, Medications, care products, etc. are not visibly stored in the living area.  
The home is not a The home is not a The home is not a The home is not a hospitalhospitalhospitalhospital and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward.    
    

 

Living and dining area Living and dining area Living and dining area Living and dining area are clearly divided, either spatially or artistically. 
As a rulAs a rulAs a rulAs a rule, living and dining areas are e, living and dining areas are e, living and dining areas are e, living and dining areas are separatedseparatedseparatedseparated from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.     
    

 

CarpetsCarpetsCarpetsCarpets, runners, etc. are possible for homey design.  
Foregoing carpets (i.e. due to risk of falling) is not a policy decision, instead an individual need. Foregoing carpets (i.e. due to risk of falling) is not a policy decision, instead an individual need. Foregoing carpets (i.e. due to risk of falling) is not a policy decision, instead an individual need. Foregoing carpets (i.e. due to risk of falling) is not a policy decision, instead an individual need.     
    

 

Room decoration Room decoration Room decoration Room decoration does not appear arbitrary. Some type of decoration concept is discernible/perceptible which appears 
neither childish nor like a public space.  
Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space. Adult design; not a kindergarten or therapy space.     
    

 

Picture frames Picture frames Picture frames Picture frames for wall pictures cannot be seen.  
Clearly Clearly Clearly Clearly visiblevisiblevisiblevisible wall mo wall mo wall mo wall mounts imply the impression of a “unts imply the impression of a “unts imply the impression of a “unts imply the impression of a “high security winghigh security winghigh security winghigh security wing”.”.”.”.    
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Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs Emergency exit signs are not installed in the living spaces.  
A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead A home littered with emergency exit signs is no home, instead constitutesconstitutesconstitutesconstitutes public space.  public space.  public space.  public space.     
Furthermore,Furthermore,Furthermore,Furthermore, their  their  their  their meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the residents of a home either know their living meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the residents of a home either know their living meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the residents of a home either know their living meaning and purpose are highly questionable because the residents of a home either know their living 
environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment very well, or are always accompanied by support staff which know their way around very well. very well, or are always accompanied by support staff which know their way around very well. very well, or are always accompanied by support staff which know their way around very well. very well, or are always accompanied by support staff which know their way around very well.    

 

 
 

In many living areas, the dining tables are organized as a large table-in part with seating 
arrangements.  
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Quotations from residents 
 
“It is a huge difference from the ward in the state hospital.  
I was in many different wards.  
It wasn’t for me, the state hospital.  
And then those stupid large awake rooms. 
That was a veritable disaster there. Not like here; here, this is my home”. 
Ms. K.  
 
“Otherwise I’d have no other home, that’s why one has to be content with 
what you get. Now there are more choices, where you can feel comfortable; 
I think it is good to do things with people; I like that”. 
Mr. F. 
 
“We’re starting to change something with the living room first.  
On the other hand, I think it is good that one changes something.  
One has to see that, design-wise, something changes color-wise”.  
Mr. F. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
Almost everywhere the spaces for living and dining room are so large that 
all residents can find sufficient place, and the living and dining are 
creatively separated.  
Unfortunately, in many living areas the dining tables are organized as a 
large table-in part with seating assignments.  
The enjoyment of meal frequently occurs in groups.  
 
Emergency exit signs are, to some extent, mounted in living spaces-i.e. 
living and dining rooms.  
Furthermore, they extremely different in size; z.T. DIN A3 large. 
Occasionally they are mounted paradoxically and inconsistently. 
 
Several living rooms are still equipped with therapy and kindergarten 
utensils, whereby most living rooms impart a “grown-up”, homey 
atmosphere. 
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Our Kitchen 
Self-evaluation 
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OUR KITCHEN 

Checklist  
make a note or simply check items off.  
 

There are no utensils and furniture from ClinicClinicClinicClinic----Specialist dealers Specialist dealers Specialist dealers Specialist dealers like, for example, garbage bag holder, chuck wagon, etc.  
It is a residencIt is a residencIt is a residencIt is a residence, not a ward kitchen. e, not a ward kitchen. e, not a ward kitchen. e, not a ward kitchen.     
 

 

Organizational aids Organizational aids Organizational aids Organizational aids such as temperature lists, cleaning schedules, assistance plans, office materialoffice materialoffice materialoffice material, etc. are not visibly 
mounted in the living area. 
In particular public organizational notices of the assistance requirements of In particular public organizational notices of the assistance requirements of In particular public organizational notices of the assistance requirements of In particular public organizational notices of the assistance requirements of the residents in a home injures the the residents in a home injures the the residents in a home injures the the residents in a home injures the 
fundamental right to the safeguarding of the individual person.fundamental right to the safeguarding of the individual person.fundamental right to the safeguarding of the individual person.fundamental right to the safeguarding of the individual person.    
    

 

Medications, care products, Medications, care products, Medications, care products, Medications, care products, etc. are not visibly stored in the kitchen.  
The home is not a The home is not a The home is not a The home is not a hospitalhospitalhospitalhospital and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward. and not a nursing ward.    
    

 

Living and dining area Living and dining area Living and dining area Living and dining area are clearly divided, either spatially or artistically. 
As a rule, living and dining areas are As a rule, living and dining areas are As a rule, living and dining areas are As a rule, living and dining areas are separatedseparatedseparatedseparated from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.  from each other in private homes.     
    

 

Dishes and silverware Dishes and silverware Dishes and silverware Dishes and silverware are not institutional dishes, but are instead, purchased, as ordinary, in a department store.  
The use of institutional dishes prevents the feeling of being at home and can awaken associations with the clinic.The use of institutional dishes prevents the feeling of being at home and can awaken associations with the clinic.The use of institutional dishes prevents the feeling of being at home and can awaken associations with the clinic.The use of institutional dishes prevents the feeling of being at home and can awaken associations with the clinic.    
    

 

The vast majority of the dishes are made of porcelain and glass. Plastic kindergarten dishes Plastic kindergarten dishes Plastic kindergarten dishes Plastic kindergarten dishes are the exception, if justifiable.  
In generaIn generaIn generaIn general, the acceptance of the adult must be maintained. l, the acceptance of the adult must be maintained. l, the acceptance of the adult must be maintained. l, the acceptance of the adult must be maintained.     
 

 

The kitchens are so large, or the possibilities designed, so that everyone is able to be present. present. present. present.  
Normally, the kitchen is a central living place of a home. People who live in an inpatient facility oNormally, the kitchen is a central living place of a home. People who live in an inpatient facility oNormally, the kitchen is a central living place of a home. People who live in an inpatient facility oNormally, the kitchen is a central living place of a home. People who live in an inpatient facility offfften experience the kitchen ten experience the kitchen ten experience the kitchen ten experience the kitchen 
as “sovereign territory”as “sovereign territory”as “sovereign territory”as “sovereign territory”    of the employees, in which there is no room for them.of the employees, in which there is no room for them.of the employees, in which there is no room for them.of the employees, in which there is no room for them.        
 

 

HHHHousehold devices ousehold devices ousehold devices ousehold devices such as a refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher, over, stove, etc. are available in sufficient number and are 
not food service industry, or clinic devices.  
They represent learning areas for selfThey represent learning areas for selfThey represent learning areas for selfThey represent learning areas for self----sufficientlysufficientlysufficientlysufficiently in a normal home.  in a normal home.  in a normal home.  in a normal home.     
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“When I invite my sister for coffee, I say: 

come over. I like that.” 
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OUR KITCHEN 

 

Quotations from residents 
 
“So, I always do the kitchen. 
So, the one who was there doesn’t listen, just doesn’t listen. 
She turned the dishwasher on again twice.  
You’re not supposed to turn it on half full. But they can’t change her, 
she was in the clinic a long time.” 
Ms. R. 
 
“When I invite my sister for coffee, then I say come over. I like that.” 
Ms. M. 
 
“The food here, the coffee, sometimes with caffeine; that I can go  
shopping with the caregivers, I like that.” 
Ms. V. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
In barely one living area are all spaces always accessible. As a rule, at least 
the kitchen and housekeeping rooms, but also other communally used 
rooms, can only be opened by employees. In reality, this means a home in 
which people are not self-sufficient, but are instead dependent.  
 
Quite frequently, it was apparent, that the existing fire blankets are 
mounted in inexplicable places-i.e. in the hallway, on the front door, or in 
places removed from the kitchen.  
 
In almost all inpatient living areas clinic utensils are used, like, for example, 
large serving wagons, laundry and trash carts, disinfectants and soap 
dispensers, etc. 
 
In several residences a cleaning company has set up, and is using, their 
own washing machines and dryers in the residents‘ private laundry rooms.. 
 
Many kitchens in the living areas appear private and are, partially, arranged 
in a homey way.  
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Our Bathroom 
Self-evaluation 
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OUR BATHROOM 

Checklist 
make a note of simply check items off.  
 

Bathrooms are designed in a homeyhomeyhomeyhomey way; i.e. borders, etc.  
BathBathBathBathrrrrooms are part ooms are part ooms are part ooms are part ofofofof the home and not an organized “provider station” the home and not an organized “provider station” the home and not an organized “provider station” the home and not an organized “provider station”....    
 

 

There are normal, individually assigned towels towels towels towels and no paper towel dispenser as in public restrooms and bathrooms.  
HygieniHygieniHygieniHygienic guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. c guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. c guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. c guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions.     
    

 

SSSSoap dispenoap dispenoap dispenoap dispenseseseserrrrs s s s are from the supermarket and not from shipped from the clinic.  
Hygienic guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. Hygienic guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. Hygienic guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions. Hygienic guidelines/criteria are possible without clinical solutions.     
    

 

There is toilet paper toilet paper toilet paper toilet paper at every toilet. 
As a matter of fact, the presence of toilet paper represents a matter of cAs a matter of fact, the presence of toilet paper represents a matter of cAs a matter of fact, the presence of toilet paper represents a matter of cAs a matter of fact, the presence of toilet paper represents a matter of course. ourse. ourse. ourse.     
The lack of toilet paper is The lack of toilet paper is The lack of toilet paper is The lack of toilet paper is inappropriateinappropriateinappropriateinappropriate and represents dependency.  and represents dependency.  and represents dependency.  and represents dependency.     
    

 

There are recognizable, assigned, and lockable cabinets for toiletries, toiletries, toiletries, toiletries, towels, washcloths, etc.  
As a general rule respect and preservation of intimacy and individuality is eAs a general rule respect and preservation of intimacy and individuality is eAs a general rule respect and preservation of intimacy and individuality is eAs a general rule respect and preservation of intimacy and individuality is essential. Organizational aspects which ssential. Organizational aspects which ssential. Organizational aspects which ssential. Organizational aspects which simplify simplify simplify simplify 
support are subordinate to this principle.support are subordinate to this principle.support are subordinate to this principle.support are subordinate to this principle.    
    

 

Institutional bathtubs Institutional bathtubs Institutional bathtubs Institutional bathtubs are only installed where absolutely necessary and no other solution has been found (i.e. lifting devices, 
etc.).  
Care devices areCare devices areCare devices areCare devices are    intendedintendedintendedintended for the support of the supporter. They are not there because residents have a mental disability. for the support of the supporter. They are not there because residents have a mental disability. for the support of the supporter. They are not there because residents have a mental disability. for the support of the supporter. They are not there because residents have a mental disability.    
    

 

I do not have to shareshareshareshare my bathroom with more than two other people.  
Bathrooms are intimate areas. How many people must I share my bathroom with?Bathrooms are intimate areas. How many people must I share my bathroom with?Bathrooms are intimate areas. How many people must I share my bathroom with?Bathrooms are intimate areas. How many people must I share my bathroom with?        
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“I like it better than in Paderborn.  
In Paderborn it was bad, bad. 

I feel better here.” 
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OUR BATHROOM 
 

Quotations from residents 
 
“I would really like to rent a flat or to move out completely because 
 here it is a hospital.” 
Ms. S. 
 
“I like it better than in Paderborn.  
In Paderborn it was bad, bad. 
I feel better here.” 
Mr. K. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
In almost all areas, the bathrooms are the least residential and / or 
normally designed rooms. In most cases, they are clinical and designed 
with an organizational focus.  
 
There were always explicit implementation difficulties that arise through 
the employees. In almost all areas it was found that diverse testing 
instances did not permit the residential solutions found in the past– 
generally for hygienic reasons, so that only clinical bathrooms seem 
possible.  
 
In some bathrooms „metal toilets and sinks“ are used.  
 
In about half of all residences, clinical textiles are used.  
Generally, items such as for example, incontinence pads, large and small 
towels, washcloths and dish towels, but also household textiles such as 
tablecloths and bedding. Unfortunately, there are also used garments such 
as underwear, socks and sanitary cloths.  
 
In most residences, there are adequate sanitation rooms so that generally 
only two residents need to share one bathroom.  
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Our Hallway 
Self Evaluation    
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OUR HALLWAY 
 

Checklist 
Make a note or simply check items off. 
 

There is the possibility to be able to look at yourself in a full lenfull lenfull lenfull lenggggth mirth mirth mirth mirrrrrorororor. Being able to look at yourself the way you look Being able to look at yourself the way you look Being able to look at yourself the way you look Being able to look at yourself the way you look 
today is the basis of selftoday is the basis of selftoday is the basis of selftoday is the basis of self----perception and independence.perception and independence.perception and independence.perception and independence.        
 

 

Trash Bags, laundry bags, etc. Trash Bags, laundry bags, etc. Trash Bags, laundry bags, etc. Trash Bags, laundry bags, etc. are not in the hallway, the living or dining rooms, not in the kitchen, not in the bathroom and 
most certainly not in the individual rooms, not even temporarily.  
Spreading out trash and laundry bags throughout the Spreading out trash and laundry bags throughout the Spreading out trash and laundry bags throughout the Spreading out trash and laundry bags throughout the residenceresidenceresidenceresidence disregards private space and foregrounds organizational  disregards private space and foregrounds organizational  disregards private space and foregrounds organizational  disregards private space and foregrounds organizational 
aspects. aspects. aspects. aspects.     
 

 

The available wardrobewardrobewardrobewardrobe in the main entrance / hallway does not look like a kindergarten, a changing room or a theatre 
changing room, but like a normal household.  
““““Collective wardrobesCollective wardrobesCollective wardrobesCollective wardrobes”””” present the danger of foregrounding group present the danger of foregrounding group present the danger of foregrounding group present the danger of foregrounding group----living. living. living. living.     
 

 

The doorsdoorsdoorsdoors of the rooms of the residence look like normal doors and not like cellar doors. Even with adherence to fire Even with adherence to fire Even with adherence to fire Even with adherence to fire 
protection laws, doors caprotection laws, doors caprotection laws, doors caprotection laws, doors can look residential and private.n look residential and private.n look residential and private.n look residential and private.    
 

 

The hallways hallways hallways hallways are not long, station-type hallways. 
Long hallways can be “Long hallways can be “Long hallways can be “Long hallways can be “broken upbroken upbroken upbroken up”””” with residential means.  with residential means.  with residential means.  with residential means.     
 

 

The floorsfloorsfloorsfloors do not give the impression of an open room, but give a residential impression. Residential floors create a private Residential floors create a private Residential floors create a private Residential floors create a private 
spherespherespheresphere    
 

 

Picture mountsPicture mountsPicture mountsPicture mounts cannot be seen. 
Clearly visClearly visClearly visClearly visible Picture wall mounts imply “ible Picture wall mounts imply “ible Picture wall mounts imply “ible Picture wall mounts imply “high securityhigh securityhigh securityhigh security””””....        
 

 

Emergency Exit signsEmergency Exit signsEmergency Exit signsEmergency Exit signs are not installed in residential areas.  
A home that is A home that is A home that is A home that is peppered with emergency exit signs is not a home, but rather a public space. Moreover, the purpose of peppered with emergency exit signs is not a home, but rather a public space. Moreover, the purpose of peppered with emergency exit signs is not a home, but rather a public space. Moreover, the purpose of peppered with emergency exit signs is not a home, but rather a public space. Moreover, the purpose of 
these is questionable because the residents either know their living environment well, or they are permanently these is questionable because the residents either know their living environment well, or they are permanently these is questionable because the residents either know their living environment well, or they are permanently these is questionable because the residents either know their living environment well, or they are permanently 
accompanied by support staff. accompanied by support staff. accompanied by support staff. accompanied by support staff.     
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Emergency exit signs are needed to some extent in residential rooms – e.g. in Living Rooms 

and Dining Rooms. Moreover, they differ greatly in size; some are paper size A3. 
Sometimes they are presented in a paradoxical and conflicting manner.  
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OUR HALLWAY 

 

Quotations from residents 
 
“I’m satisfied. I’m doing okay. 
It just the other person. She’s so loud, bangs the doors,  
she's loud”. Then she disputes her own words. 
“Mornings are the worst here.” 
Ms. R. 
 
“Let’s just say, the problem that I can’t sleep and  
someone is complaining is normal.”  
Ms. M. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
Organizational elements, such as flyers with regulations – that to some 
extent have individual and intimate remarks regarding individual residents 
in order to describe their assistance needs – are sometimes located in 
public spaces in the residences. The simple removal or configuration of 
individual assistance plans would improve quality of life and restore respect 
for personal spaces of the residents; even if this seems like more work 
from an organizational standpoint.  
 
Often unfinished repairs or repairs and small and large improvements in 
and outside of the residence that have been left for weeks or months. In 
most cases documentation about repairs and improvements are available.  
 
Concerning the safety specifications found in all hallways such as the 
number and placement of fire extinguishers, fire blankets, emergency exit 
signs and any door-locking and fire alarm systems, there are some regional 
but usually internal patterns.  
 
Emergency exit signs are in residential room – e.g. in living and dining 
rooms. Moreover they differ substantially in their sizes; some are paper size 
A3. Sometimes they are presented in a paradoxical and conflicting manner. 
 
In rare cases, there are full-length mirrors in the hallways and entrances of 
the residences.  
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Our balcony/Our terrace 
Self-evaluation 
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OUR BALCONY/OUR TERRACE 
 

Checklist 
Make a note or simply check off. 
    
The terrace / balcony are set up in such a way that all residents of the residential area can use it at the same time. at the same time. at the same time. at the same time.  
Basically, the idea is that people can always find space for themselves in their own homes. That also means that one Basically, the idea is that people can always find space for themselves in their own homes. That also means that one Basically, the idea is that people can always find space for themselves in their own homes. That also means that one Basically, the idea is that people can always find space for themselves in their own homes. That also means that one 
does not have to permanently be part of a group, but one is adoes not have to permanently be part of a group, but one is adoes not have to permanently be part of a group, but one is adoes not have to permanently be part of a group, but one is able also to have individual niches. ble also to have individual niches. ble also to have individual niches. ble also to have individual niches.     
  

 

Residential areas such as the garden, balcony or terrace, etc. are appropriately designed and cared forcared forcared forcared for.  
The design of a private home includes the outside of the The design of a private home includes the outside of the The design of a private home includes the outside of the The design of a private home includes the outside of the residenceresidenceresidenceresidence. . . .     
 

 

The terrace / balcony are furnished, so that I can pursue my own interestsmy own interestsmy own interestsmy own interests in my free time.  
The outdoor areas of a living space belong to individual space. The outdoor areas of a living space belong to individual space. The outdoor areas of a living space belong to individual space. The outdoor areas of a living space belong to individual space.     
 

 

The terrace / balcony are tidy and clean. There is no “mess”. 
The outdoor areas of a living space are also used to live. They are noThe outdoor areas of a living space are also used to live. They are noThe outdoor areas of a living space are also used to live. They are noThe outdoor areas of a living space are also used to live. They are not a replacement for storage closets or cellar spaces t a replacement for storage closets or cellar spaces t a replacement for storage closets or cellar spaces t a replacement for storage closets or cellar spaces 
to store large items and other things that are no longer used.to store large items and other things that are no longer used.to store large items and other things that are no longer used.to store large items and other things that are no longer used.    
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Unfortunately not all outdoor areas are available at all times for all people; in a few 
residences the doors leading outside are closed off with bars. 
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OUR BALCONY/OUR TERRACE 
 

Quotations from residents  
 
“Very good, I’m satisfied. With everything 
The garden, that I can go out, on the balcony,  
get a tan in the summer.” 
Mr. H. 

Results of the critical survey 
 
Most gardens, terraces and balconies are appropriately designed as private 
spaces and offer enough space for all residents in the residences.  
 
Unfortunately not all outdoor areas are available at all times for all people; 
in a few residences the doors leading outside are closed off with bars. 
 
In a few gardens there also huge "collective signs with rules" like those 
found in airports, for example.  
 
Many garden houses in the garden are used only as storage spaces.  
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My self-evaluation 
My results for the critical survey 
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Results 
 

We have learned that individual estimations of the evaluation of results from the checklist can be very different. In the following table, results from the 
checklists can be summarized with individual estimations and perceptions in one overview. 
 

 

  
Desires and ideas for change 

My residence/ my house  
 

   

My room 
 

   

My living room 
 

   

My kitchen 
 

   

My bathroom 
 

   

My hallway 
 

   

My balcony / my terrace 
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SUMMARY 
 

Summary 
 
In LVR-HPH-Net East, community, decentralized organization, integration 
and self-determination is currently realized at a high level. The minimum 
requirements set by the Residential and Participation law are all being 
met.  
 
The results of the critical survey on quality of life in the LVR HPHNet East, 
clarify the necessity of finding a balance between the individual needs of 
the residents and the necessary organizational requirements. In spite of 
this challenge, the good results could be documented and compared and 
points for potential for improvement could be specified.  
 
Multi-faceted handling perspectives and misguided professional 
demeanours can hinder this balance between individual needs and 
necessary organizational requirements:  
 

• Outside determinations: "I know what is good for you." 
• Habits and routine: "We’ve always done it this way." 
• Standardization: one solution applies to all; or: because one person 

can’t do something, nobody can do it.  
• Lack of understanding for normality as a right.  
• Untested use of specifications and rules that do not reflect the 

perspectives of the residents.  
• Lack of respect for home: repairs, maintenance and design of the living 

spaces are handled neglectfully. 
• Dominance of the workplace in the professional support to resident’s 

residences.  
• Lack of encouragement for making an individual home.  
 

The realization of a normal, self-determined home in the sense described, 
has not yet been achieved in many places.  

The employees on location must develop their consciences further in order 
to carry out their support and assistance work in the apartments of the 
individual residents... 
 
The results of the critical survey reveal, in addition to the improvement 
potential in practice, that self-determined, normal living is only possible 
when the residents and are encouraged to develop a consciousness to be 
able to develop and create their own private home.  

 
A prerequisite for this is professional support with the same kind of 
consciousness that meets the needs of the residents individually.  
 
From this arises the obligation to professional support for encouraging a 
consciousness:  
 

I have a right to ... 

• a normal home 

• be able to design my own home 

• be able to feel at home 
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